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reflex transforms muscle mechanical properties from preIn light of these observations, our aims were to determine whether dominant viscosity to predominant elasticity, the latter comviscous properties are also evident under more physiological conditions, specifically under inertial loading, and to evaluate the damp-parable with the initial high stiffness of muscle.
ing action of reflexively intact compared with that of deafferented One concern with these earlier studies is that the perturbamuscle. The active soleus muscle in a decerebrate cat was forcibly tions were position controlled, representing a nonphysiologistretched by a simulated inertia with a specified initial velocity. cal intervention. To rectify this deficit, we chose to apply We compared muscle length changes when afferent pathways were inertial loads that approximate physiological loads in two intact with those recorded after cutting the dorsal roots. Our find-ways. First, the common occurrence of oscillations during ings were that areflexive muscle showed highly damped responses, limb or whole animal posture suggests a significant inertial with large changes in mean muscle length, indicative of high viscomponent. Second, the inertial load allows the physiologicosity relative to stiffness. In contrast, reflexively active muscle cal interaction of force and length, in contrast to standard produced lightly damped oscillations, with minimal changes in length or force controlled experiments. The hypothesis of mean length, reflecting low viscosity and high stiffness. It appears that the stretch reflect modifies the relative contributions of elastic Lin and Rymer that viscous-like properties dominate after and viscous-like forces, maintaining elasticity, which in turn sus-yielding can also be tested readily with inertial loads. For tains oscillations. These differences highlight tradeoffs between example, the response of active muscle to a force impulse positional and velocity regulation, in that elastic properties of re-applied to the inertia should be highly damped, with a large flexively active muscle promote oscillations with modest change in change in position after the yield related to the reduction in mean muscle length, whereas viscous-like properties of areflexive stiffness. muscle produce damped responses, with poor positional regulation.
Our results show that, when an inertial load is given a force impulse, leading to the stretch of active areflexive muscle, there are minimal oscillations in muscle length, but
there is a clear and progressive increase in mean muscle The mechanical properties of muscle are widely studied length (i.e., the length at which the oscillations are cento understand the roles of intrinsic muscle mechanics and tered). In contrast, for identical perturbations, reflexively of reflex action in the maintenance of posture. These me-active muscle demonstrates lightly damped oscillatory bechanical properties determine the motion caused by perturba-havior, and the mean muscle length is much closer to the tions from the initial posture. By examining oscillatory be-initial position. These contrasting responses highlight the havior of muscle under physiologically relevant conditions, tradeoff between length regulation (i.e., the maintenance of the damping behavior and stability of the neuromuscular initial length), which is mediated by high stiffness in consystem can be systematically evaluated.
junction with the stretch reflex, and velocity regulation (the The classic study of Joyce et al. (1969) demonstrated that minimization of velocity transients), which is mediated by the intrinsic mechanical properties of areflexive cat soleus high viscosity of areflexive muscle. Portions of this work muscle were highly nonlinear. Specifically, during a constant were presented previously (Lin and Rymer 1996) . velocity stretch, the change in force caused by a change in length during a stretch decreased sharply after the stretch
amplitude exceeded a fraction of a millimeter, a property called ''muscle yield. '' Lin and Rymer (1993) further
Animal preparation and experimental setup
The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the Two adult cats were principally used in the experiments. Addipayment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked tional data were drawn from four similar experimental preparations.
''advertisement'' in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact.
FIG . 1. Comparison between reflexively active (
) and areflexive ( ---) trials with the same load and initial velocity. The perturbation in the form of a force impulse was applied at time Å 300 ms, which initially stretched the muscle from its postural position. The rectified, unfiltered electromyogram displayed was recorded from the reflexively active trial. The arrow indicates the time at which deviation of the 2 trials started to occur. Lin and Rymer (1993) . To test areflexive responses, dorsal roots Force was low-pass filtered at 1,000 Hz to avoid generating phase lags in the inertial simulation. Signals were sampled at 1,000 Hz (L 5 -S 2 ) were sectioned, and the absence of reflex innervation was verified by tendon vibration.
with a Macintosh computer and data acquisition card (National Instruments). The linear motor was configured as a position controlled feedback system (compliance of Ç0.0015 mm/N). The shaft position Protocol was regulated by a circuit designed to simulate pure inertial loads
The crossed-extension reflex was used to activate the soleus by the equation while it was held isometrically 10 mm short of maximum physiological length. Once a steady force output of 5 N was achieved,
the simulated mass was given an initial velocity to stretch the muscle, equivalent to a force impulse. Both initial velocity and where x was the displacement, m was the mass, F was the force, simulated mass were varied in a range from 10 to 20 mm/s and and V 0 was the initial velocity of the mass. Note that force was from 20 to 40 kg, respectively. The loads were applied to the referenced to initial force to obtain positive and negative forces, muscle with reflexes intact and abolished. Two to six trials of each such that condition were recorded depending on the state of the animal. It should be noted that the physiological range of inertial loads
imposed on the cat soleus under normal physiological conditions where F m was the force measured by the load cell placed in series is currently not known. The masses simulated in this study were with the tendon and F 0 was the initial force before the perturbation. quite large (20-40 kg) and were associated with oscillation freThe accuracy of the simulations was checked by two methods. quencies from 1 to 3 Hz when the reflex was active. This frequency First, a stiff spring (k Å 2.3 N/mm) was attached to the motor. range was less than the 3-to 4-Hz oscillations in the soleus muscle An analog lead compensator, connected to the output of the inertial produced by a small downward push on the lumbar position of a simulating circuit and necessary to counteract servo phase lags, was cat (cf. Fig. 8 of Hoffer et al. 1990 ). However, movements of adjusted such that the oscillations remained at a constant amplitude. the entire body, such as perturbations in the anterior-posterior Second, the recorded force was integrated twice and fitted with direction, are probably associated with even larger inertias and mass and initial velocity values to obtain the least squared error therefore with lower frequencies. Thus the results presented here with the experimental position record. The difference between the are primarily relevant to postural perturbations involved with whole doubly integrated force and recorded position was always minimal. body movements and are less relevant to situations where the soleus An electromyogram (EMG) was recorded by 75 mm intramuscu-is interacting primarily with the inertia of the foot. lar stainless steel wires placed several millimeters apart in the R E S U L T S muscle belly. Length was recorded by a linear variable differential A comparison between reflexively active and areflexive transformer (LVDT) located in parallel with the motor shaft.
Length and EMG recordings were low-pass filtered at 400 Hz. muscle responses is shown in Fig. 1 reflexively active and areflexive muscle reveals that areflexive muscle was much more damped (smaller X max ) but did not maintain the initial length (larger DX mean ). In contrast, reflexively active trials maintained the initial length but at the cost of a marked increase in oscillations. The other loads showed similar results as Fig. 1 , with an obvious separation between the reflexively active and areflexive muscle for the two measures. The second animal displayed similar results. Data obtained from four other reflexively active experimental preparations also showed lightly damped oscillations about the initial length under comparable inertial loading.
D I S C U S S I O N

Modulation of mechanical states by the stretch reflex
We found that the response of areflexive muscle after yield is qualitatively similar to that of a viscous-like element coupled to a moving inertia, in that force does not oscillate and declines slowly back to its steady-state value. Although only two areflexive experimental preparations were used, it is noteworthy that these results concur with our earlier study (Lin and Rymer 1993) , in which viscous properties emerged after yield was induced. It is important to note that the magnitudes of the inertia used always caused relatively large amplitude stretches and that perturbations using smaller masses may not produce ''yielding'' stretches.
FIG . 2. Changes in mean oscillation length (DX mean ) and maximum
The influence of stretch reflex action and of muscle intrinlength overshoot (X max ) for reflexively active (᭺) and areflexive (1) mussic mechanical properties on net mechanical behavior is sumcle. Shown are individual trials with different inertial loads with the same marized in Fig. 3 . The size of each element is meant to initial velocity. The lines are drawn through the means at each load level.
depict the magnitude of its mechanical contribution. After
The same 2 measures from the other initial velocities and in the 2nd animal also showed a clear separation for reflexively active and areflexive trials.
areflexive muscle is forcibly lengthened, the mechanical properties become more viscous-like, but the stretch reflex acts to preserve muscle stiffness. Although mechanical propinitial response to the force impulse reflected muscle ''short-erties are time-varying in a complex manner, the intent of range stiffness,'' which is the early high stiffness recorded Fig. 3 is to show the various steady-state properties that before the onset of yield. The point of departure between produce the observations of Fig. 2 . the two records occurred at the time that reflex action became
In the extreme case of large, yield producing stretches effective. This reflex action evidently compensated for mus-with no stretch reflex action, the elastic component effeccle yield because the yield was not discernible in reflexively tively disappears, in agreement with the results of Lin and active muscle. However, in areflexive muscle, force after the Rymer (1993), such that there is no return to the initial yield declined steadily as velocity decreased, although the length (see Fig. 1 ). However, the magnitude of the lengthenmuscle continued to lengthen, as would be expected for a ing effect (e.g., the size of the arrow) depends on many viscous element. Thus the response of areflexive muscle was factors, such as muscle fiber type, level of activation, perturhighly damped and associated with a large change in final bation amplitude, and previous mechanical history (Lin and muscle length. Qualitatively, EMG activity from the reflex-Rymer 1993; Malamud et al. 1996) . We hypothesize that ively intact muscle in Fig. 1 increased during muscle lengthening and decreased during shortening.
Postural maintenance requires that the established postural length be maintained and that oscillations be minimal. To assess these requirements, two empiric measures of the system response were derived; change in mean length about which the oscillations were centered, DX mean , and length overshoot, X max (Fig. 2) . DX mean was estimated by calculating the difference between the initial muscle length and the length where the velocity was at its local minimum, the end of the first half cycle. X max was the difference between the the stiffness of the elastic element after lengthening varies more, in the neuromuscular system, reflex action can be modulated during natural movement (Stein and Capaday with these additional factors. Similarly, the magnitude of the stretch reflex effects depends on sensitivity of the reflex, on 1988). It is conceivable then that the CNS can vary system properties between these extremes to generate an optimal muscle state, and on kinematic conditions (Houk and Rymer 1981) . mechanical impedance to satisfy the postural length and velocity requirements of the chosen task. An important implication of Figs. 1 and 3 is that stretch reflexes degrade system damping, which is a function of the
